This session will launch the Breaking Barriers publication and,
through the experiences of the panellists, will create a better
understanding of the experiences for women who are driving
technology startups in Southern Africa. Why is it important to
have female-driven entrepreneurship in the technology sector?
What challenges do female tech entrepreneurs encounter in
their local ecosystems? What funding mechanisms have they
used to raise resources for their startups?
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MR MARKO SAARINEN
Marko Saarinen has been working as Counsellor for
Development Cooperation at the Embassy of Finland in
Pretoria since 2019. He is responsible for Finland’s regional
development cooperation programme in Southern Africa,
and oversees the implementation of the Southern Africa
Innovation Support Programme (SAIS 2). He has worked with
private sector development programmes for the Ministry for
Foreign Affairs of Finland and for the United Nations for 14
years in various sectors in Southern and East Africa as well as
in Southeast Asia. Innovation systems and startup ecosystem
development have been part of his programme portfolio
since 2015.
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MS NAMBULA KACHUMI
Nambula is a Private Enterprise Development Professional
with over 12 years’ experience in entrepreneurship ecosystem
support and inclusive development. Passionate and eager
to see African women entrepreneurs succeed and create
wealth in mainstream economies, Nambula has influenced
impact and programme design in key development areas
ranging from co-designing financial products and business
development strategies for emerging markets to supporting
impact investing and innovation ecosystems. Nambula
has significantly contributed to the design and roll-out of
a number of gender-integrated enterprise development
initiatives in Zambia and the region.
As Executive Director of WEAC, she plays a leading role in
the Zambian entrepreneurial ecosystem and across the
region in influencing gender parity in entrepreneurship,
financial inclusion, and business leadership. Nambula is
also a co-founder of the Zambia Entrepreneurship Summit,
Word Business Angels Forum (WBAF) Senator for Zambia,
Chairperson of African Women in Energy & Power (AWEaP),
and a member of the National Advisory Board for Impact
Investing in Zambia.
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Auri Evokari is a Doctoral Researcher at Loughborough
University London studying Entrepreneurship Ecosystems and
Startup Culture in Southern Africa. Evokari has a background
in combining cultural studies and work experience from the
startup world in Finland as well as Southern and Eastern
Africa.
She is passionate about creating added value to the world
by supporting entrepreneurship inclusively and by enabling
impact-driven entrepreneurs. She does this in two ways: by
contributing to science about the topic and by designing
training initiatives for SMEs and startups.
Evokari was the SAIS 2 Connected Hubs community manager
from 2017 to 2019 and the author of the publication Breaking
Barriers: Female Technology Entrepreneurship in Southern
Africa.
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Rachel Sibande is a social entrepreneur in the Technology
and Energy domains. She established mHub, Malawi’s first
technology and innovation hub, in 2013.
mHub seeks to build innovative technology entrepreneurs’
technical and business skills, champions the development
of innovative technology solutions, and accelerates
emerging innovative entrepreneurs with access to finance
and investment readiness support. The hub has deployed
innovative technology solutions across sectors such as
citizen engagement, education, and elections monitoring in
five countries. In the past two years, the hub has disbursed
over $800,000 in financing to 23 innovative impactful
entrepreneurs to scale up their products and services to the
market with support from the UNDP.
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Refiloe Matlapeng is an entrepreneur who turns ideas into
reality and a software developer best known for co-founding
Vimo Studios, a financial technology company which owns
Vimosure, a digital solution for insurance institutions.
Additionally, the company has created information
management solutions for fleets and vehicles using IoT.
She first founded Mahali Media in 2017 with a focus on the
development of software and cloud computing solutions. She
is also now a co-founder of Meeticks, an automated and safe
retail distribution platform to connect consumers directly to
local vendors.
With a proven track record, Refiloe has been a speaker
in various summits and developer groups as part of her
contribution back to society, and has been featured in
publications such as BBC Africa. She has won awards for
technology and digital innovation from World Summit Awards,
and has been named as Top 5 Female Technology Trailblazers
in SADC by SAIS, and Top 100 Disruptors in Africa by TYI.

Cosponsored by:

A focus on the need for angel investors in Africa, group
formation, and how angel investing in Africa differs from other
parts of the world. An overview of the African Angel Academy.
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Ilari Patrick Lindy is the Lead Expert at SAIS 2, a regional
(SADC) innovation programme based in Windhoek, Namibia.
Before joining SAIS 2, he worked as Senior Operations Officer
at the World Bank in Washington D.C. on digital innovation
and development. Ilari has served as a Senior Advisor in the
Ministry for Foreign Affairs for Finland on the information
society and innovation as well as in various positions in
European Union institutions and bodies related to digital
innovation and entrepreneurship.
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MR DAVID VAN DIJK
David van Dijk is co-founder and Director General of the
African Business Angel Network and a member of the Impact
Investment Committee of the European Trade Association for
Business Angels. David is the Managing Director of Stichting
IGNITE, a non-profit supporting entrepreneurs in conflictaffected countries, and is a member of its Investment
Committee for the IGNITE Fund. David also manages the
VC4Africa mentorship programme, coordinating a network
of industry professionals who volunteer their expertise and
network to participating entrepreneurs.
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Alexandra Fraser has worn many hats in her career: scientist,
entrepreneurship academic, Venture Capitalist, Silicon Cape
Chair, and now, business owner. She began her career at Cape
Biotech Trust, moving on to work for several corporates and
the University of Edinburgh. On her return to South Africa, she
worked for Invenfin for five years prior to starting her own
consultancies. She is a co-founder of the African Business
Angel Network, and an advisor to the South African Business
Angel Network.
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Isabelle de Melo, a Mauritian, Swiss French, and German
national, graduated from HEC Paris with a Masters in
Management. She started her career as an auditor with
Arthur Andersen in Paris, where she worked up to manager
on industrial SMEs and public companies on statutory,
consulting, as well as mergers and acquisition and
privatisation engagements in diverse sectors, including
industrial manufacturing, equipment, wholesale, consumer
goods, publishing, and insurance.
She later held CFO positions in the fast-growing hightechnology multinational Gemplus (worldwide leader in smart
cards) and for an aviation group Privatair, also adding Human
Resources to her responsibilities. She was also COO for a
large family office as well as a Geneva-based sports team
group. Since 2010, she is an active angel investor in earlystage startups, having invested 70 rounds in 25 Companies. A
Fellow of MIOD (Mauritius Institute of Directors), Isabelle de
Melo currently sits as Non-Executive Director on the Board
of a public group in Mauritius as well as advisory boards of
some startups. Part of the first cohort of the African Angel
Academy, she is currently launching with other members the
first Angel Investor group out of Mauritius to focus on earlystage financing in Mauritius and Africa.
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Stephen Gugu gained over six years of experience
in the financial services sector before jumping into
entrepreneurship in 2011. He has qualifications in Law,
Accounting, and Finance, and completed an International
MBA with an emphasis on entrepreneurship at Belgium’s
Vlerick Management School in 2011. As a part-time lecturer
at Strathmore University, he gives courses in Entrepreneurial
Finance, and serves as a training partner of EAVCA on matters
relating to finance and investment.

This session will discuss how inclusive innovation is needed
to build resilience in the changing market and business
environment. How is the concept of inclusive business relevant
today in the era of COVID-19? What is the role of inclusive
innovation in building resilient communities? How can strategic
foresight tools be utilised to help build resilience and pivot
organisations for success?
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MR THABISO MASHABA
Thabiso is a 34-year-old strategist, cultural economist,
policymaker, development practitioner, and social
entrepreneur. He is the Chairperson of the Botswana Human
Resource Development Council’s Creative Industries Sector
Committee; Vice Chairperson of the Botswana National
Commission for UNESCO’s Communication and Information
Programme Committee; an advisory board member of the
Botswana International University of Science and Technology
(BIUST)’s Centre for Business Management, Entrepreneurship,
and General Education (CBMEGE); and the Board Chairperson
of the Youth Social Advocacy Team of Uganda.
Thabiso is the co-founder and CEO of These Hands GSSE, a
global for-profit social enterprise based in Botswana, which
supports rural community innovators and entrepreneurs
in developing countries. As an enabler for international
development work, These Hands GSSE has also developed
a social media platform that is dedicated to international
development and co-creative design work and does not
require the internet to use.
He is a co-founder of the IDIN–SADC Consortium, lead
instructor/facilitator of the Injini EDTech Southern Africa
Consortium in Botswana, and creative consultant for DSIL
Global.
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Hupenyu Allan Mupambwa is a research agronomist with the
University of Namibia and holds a PhD in Soil Science, MSc in
Agronomy, and BSc in Crop Science. He currently heads the
Desert and Coastal Agriculture research team at SANUMARC,
UNAM, where his research focuses on organic soil fertility
management, bio-saline agriculture, waste beneficiation,
vermicomposting, hydroponics, and precision agriculture.
As part of his community engagement services, Allan is
passionate in mentoring graduate students to use their
skills in developing business ideas and for them to become
job creators rather than job seekers. Allan is a registered
professional natural scientist with the South African Council
for Natural Scientific Professions.
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Ina Wilkie is the project coordinator of the SAIS 2 Living
Permaculture project in Namibia, which innovates with
shack dwellers. She also runs Farm Okukuna, an urban
Permaculture farm in Windhoek’s informal settlements.
For many years, Ina led the World Future Council’s projects on
sustainable ecosystems and food security in Africa, covering
topics such as combatting land degradation, sustainable
wood energy, urban agriculture, and more.
As a consultant, Ina develops communication measures such
as films, articles, and books for a number of clients, including
UNCCD, the Right Livelihood Foundation, and GIZ. Ina has a
diploma in Political Science from Hamburg University.
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MR RICARDO BORGES DE
CASTRO
Ricardo is an Associate Fellow (non-resident) at the Global
Fellowship Initiative, Geneva Centre for Security Policy.
Previously, he served as Adviser on Strategic Foresight to
the European Political Strategy Centre (EPSC), the European
Commission’s in-house think tank, reporting directly to
President Jean-Claude Juncker. Ricardo led the EPSC’s
work on Foresight, focusing mainly on global trends,
“anticipatory democracy”, and policymaking. During his
tenure, he spearheaded efforts to mainstream anticipation
and Foresight across commission services. He was also the
European Commission’s project leader for the European
Strategy and Policy Analysis System (ESPAS), an EU interinstitutional collaboration on global trends and Strategic
Foresight.
Ricardo holds a Master of Arts in Law and Diplomacy (MALD)
from The Fletcher School and a DPhil (PhD) in International
Relations from the University of Oxford (St Antony’s College).
Besides Portugal, he has lived in the US, UK, Turkey, and lately
in Belgium.
He enjoys running and the outdoors.

MAKING INCLUSIVE INNOVATION A
MAINSTREAM APPROACH
As more entrepreneurs pioneer creative business ideas to
deliver essential services and life changing products to
low-income communities, inclusive innovation is becoming
an opportunity for organisations to combine social impact
with profit models. This workshop, facilitated by Bopinc, will
provide insight on what inclusive innovation is and what will
influence its success, highlighting stories of inclusive innovators
and their journeys. In addition, this workshop will provide
recommendations to organisations who will be looking to train
entrepreneurs on inclusive innovation.
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MR GERWIN JANSEN
Gerwin is an inclusive innovation fanatic with more than
10 years’ experience in supporting entrepreneurs to design
and deliver impactful business solutions for the BoP (base
of the pyramid). Given his background in Industrial Design
Engineering at Delft University of Technology, he likes to keep
an eye on technological breakthroughs and imagines how
these might solve some of the biggest challenges in Africa.
What he likes best? Getting his own hands dirty, prototyping,
and testing new ideas with consumers.
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MS YVONNE ACHIENG
Yvonne Achieng is a hands-on project manager working
from Bopinc’s office in Nairobi. She is deeply passionate
about economic empowerment at the last mile and has
supported many entrepreneurs, both small businesses
and multinationals, in tailoring their offerings to be more
inclusive. Yvonne has expertise in conducting quantitative
and qualitative consumer research to inform the
development of scalable business strategies for inclusive
innovations.

PUBLICATIONS

DOWNLOAD OUR KNOWLEDGE PRODUCTS
Breaking Barriers: Female Technology Entrepreneurship in
Southern Africa was prepared in partnership with SAIS 2
Connected Hubs and Hivos. This publication investigates the
challenges faced by female tech entrepreneurs in Southern
Africa and shares their inspiring stories.
Co-written with Bopinc, 8 Ways to Strengthen Your Inclusive
Innovation Training Programme makes the case for
incorporating Inclusive Innovation methods in business and
donor-funded programmes, shares useful tips on how to
design your training programme to make it more impactful,
and provides insight in how Inclusive Innovation can be
mainstreamed in development activities.
Both publications are available for free from the SAIS 2
Exhibition Booth.

